TOY# 184

NAME:    Baby’s First Blocks

PIECES:   11

AGE:     6 months - 2 years

LEVEL:  Infant Toddler

PRICE:  $18.00

MANUFACTURE:   Fisher Price

LINK:  
https://sl.oels.ca/uhtbin/cgisiri/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=263119%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield 1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSEVER

DESCRIPTION:   9 plastic blocks in three different shapes  1 shape sorting lid
1 canister

CHILDREN AND PLAY: The young child internalizes concepts of colour, shape, and size through many experiences with objects. Children learn by repeating actions over and over again. Repetition is an important aspect of play and learning.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT: Language development
- expressive and receptive discrimination
Gross motor development
- eye hand coordination
Fine motor development
- manual dexterity - pincer grasp - wrist flexibility
Math
- shape concepts - seriation - classification
- matching

CARE: As a courtesy to others, please return clean and intact.
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